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Recently it was shown that film deposition in SF6 ion-ion plasma is very sensitive to

the polarity of the incoming ions. The present paper is devoted to the investigation of

the film deposition process when a Cu substrate is bombarded by positive ion,

negative ion or alternate ion-ion fluxes. The research was focused on the investigation

of the films deposition on copper since this is a material commonly used for electrode

systems and different plasma diagnostics manufacturing. A source of almost ideal

ion-ion plasma (known as PEGASES) is used to create pure ion flows (the ratio

between the negative ion and electron density is close to 3000). A special probe is

made for the simultaneous deposition of the films with different structure. The

deposition process is investigated by measuring positive and negative ion currents to

the substrates, and plasma parameters using the Langmuir probe. It is shown that the

current flowing through the electrode affected by positive ion flow does not

significantly changes in time while the current of the electrode bombarded by negative

ions decreases rapidly within the first minutes of the deposition. Fast recovering of the

surface conductivity by changing polarity of the incoming ions is observed. SEM

imaging of the substrate after deposition in ion-ion plasma shows that semiconductor

film with nano-scale pores is created when the substrate is affected by negative ion

flow, besides these pores are transparent for the ions. The explanation for such film

formation is given based on the electrical breakdown processes due to semiconductor

surface charging. Different applications are proposed for the controlled deposition

from ion-ion plasmas varying from Li-sulphur rechargeable batteries manufacturing

and nanofluidics issues to the applications for microelectronics. The problems of the

probe measurements and electrodes cleaning in SF6 ion-ion plasmas are also

discussed.
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